With great expectation and encouragement we have
been waiting for the celebration of the 48th European
Senior Championships 2013 in Budapest.
It has been a while since the Hungarian Karate
Federation hosted a European Championship and the
whole European Karate family feels great to come back
to Hungary to enjoy all together the top European
Karate annual event.
I want to take this opportunity to recognize the work developed by the
Hungarian Karate Federation during these last years.
The HKF has always been an active and a loyal member not only of the
European Karate Federation but also of the World Karate Federation and I
would like to make a special recognition of its President János Mészáros, who
has always made things easy with a positive atmosphere inside the HKF and
provided help and collaboration.
With members like the HKF, it is easy to understand the outstanding progress
experienced by the EKF these past years.
The allocation of such a big Karate event for Hungary is something well
deserved by the Hungarian Karate Federation and I can say, without any

doubts, that the 48th European Senior Championships are going to be a new
success of our sport in the Continent, a new success of the EKF thanks to the
inestimable contribution of one of its outstanding members as it is the
Hungarian Karate Federation.

ANTONIO ESPINÓS
President of the European Karate Federation
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Dear honoured guests, athletes and friends of
karate.

On behalf of the Hungarian Karate Federation I
would

like

to

invite

your

Federation

to

participate in the 48th Senior Karate European
Championships 2013 Budapest, Hungary.
This year the Hungarian Karate is celebrating its
40th year and it is a great pleasure to introduce my country at this anniversary.
We gladly open the next decade with such a glorious event like the most
important tournament for the European Karate.
You will come to know the Hungarian hospitality and you will enjoy it on the

short spending time or on a longer staying. I hope while you are here for the
Championship you also get a chance to experience the atmosphere of this
beautiful capital.
People all over the world say that Budapest is the city of baths or spas. We
have wonderful sights from the Medieval Age until the fertile 20th century.
You will find the best possibility of your interest during the active rest in the
arts, or even discovering the famous Hungarian gastronomy by walking on the

historical paths.
Enjoy our modern capital and country that hold their traditions from 1100
years.
Welcome to Hungary and Budapest!

JÁNOS MÉSZÁROS
President of the Hungarian Karate Federation
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ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Márton FALUSI
President of the OC
Mobile: +36 20 9268761
E-mail: marton.falusi@gmail.com

Mariann KERESZTÚRI
Responsible for
finance, accommodation,
transfers, catering and trainings
Mobile: +36 20 4319996
E-mail: mariann.kereszturi@pentamer.hu

Róbert HARGITAY
Responsible for the Sport Hall
Mobile: +36 20 4680048
E-mail: Robert.hargitay@pentamer.hu

Csaba GALI

Zoltán ORBÁN

András VARGA

Péter TURÁK

Human Resources

IT

Media

Press
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INTRODUCTION OF HUNGARY
The Republic of Hungary is situated in Central Eastern Europe.
The country covers an area of 93,036 square kilometre and it has
roughly 10 million inhabitants, who speak a unique language
which is not used anywhere else in the world. In the year 2000
the nation celebrated the thousandth anniversary of the
foundation of the Hungarian State. Since the reign of statefounder King Saint Stephan, Hungary has gone through golden
ages as well as repeated trials, but has survived despite its stormy
history. Today, Hungary, a member of the EU, is one of the most
popular destinations of visitors who wish to encounter this beautiful country with natural,
historical, cultural and gastronomic attractions.

Hungary is a country rich in culture and history, its towns and cities virtually living,
breathing works of art, its people quintessentially European - intellectual, hard working and
hospitable. A small country, brimming with culture and natural beauty, Hungary is
endowed with two-thousand-year-old Roman remains, four-hundred-year-old Turkish
period monuments, beautiful Romanesque churches, examples of neo-Gothic and Art
Nouveau architecture and imposing castles.
Lovers of nature and the great outdoors will relish exploring Europe's largest freshwater
lake, Lake Balaton, or the many conservation areas, each concealing a wonderful protected
world. Outdoor activities such as horse riding and water related pursuits are popular here.
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The country has one of the finest folk traditions in Europe, producing excellent examples of
embroidery, pottery, murals and objects carved from wood or bone. Its musical
contributions are just as rich and range from the rhapsodies of Franz Liszt and the operas of
Ferenc Erkel to gypsy and folk music. Hungary is also popular with visitors seeking rest and
rejuvenation. Here there is a wealth of natural healing spring waters with spa facilities for
visitors to choose from. It is a country of diversity, full of sights and experiences that will
impress astonish and above all please its visitors.

INTRODUCTION OF BUDAPEST

The capital of Hungary, known as the "Pearl of the Danube", is undoubtedly one of the most
beautifully located cities in the world. The river Danube runs through the middle of the
metropolis of two million, dividing hilly Buda with its narrow cobbled streets and mixture of
medieval and neo-classical buildings from the Pest plain with its wide avenues and
boulevards. Because of the picturesque panorama offered by the river and its bridges, the
Parliament, the imposing Royal Castle, Fishermen's Bastion and the impressive Danube
Embankment, UNESCO placed this site on the World Heritage list.
The guests will find side by side the remains of fortresses and buildings from Roman times,
still operating Turkish baths, Gothic and Baroque buildings, and the incredibly rich Art
Novae architectural heritage. There is no other capital city in the world with close to 100
thermal springs and 12 medicinal baths within its boundaries, where 19 million gallons of
thermal water rise to the surface every day.
It is a city where the pleasing harmony of different architectural styles and superb
structures, the cafés, gastronomy and culture are combined with legendary hospitality and
blend into an unforgettable experience for visitors.
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How to get to Hungary
Hungary lies at the crossroads of the main tourist traffic flows in Europe. About 70 airline
companies operate regular flights to and from Budapest - Liszt Ferenc International Airport
(Ferihegy).
Railway connections from all European countries are excellent, while there are also bus and

boat connections with countries in the vicinity of Hungary.
Budapest can be reached by car on motorways M1, M3, M5 and M7.

BUDAPEST AIRPORT

Budapest - Liszt Ferenc International Airport was opened in 1950.
Terminal 2A and Terminal 2B together has 10,5 million passengers per year.
In 2011 the SkyCourt was opened working as a passage between Terminal 2A and Terminal

2B. Here visitors can find shops, restaurants and places to spend time and money before
departure. The SkyCourt is only available after check-in, so without a boarding pass you will
not be able to enjoy the services within the SkyCourt.
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CURRENCY IN HUNGARY
Forint is the official currency in Hungary. Please note that Hungary is a member of the
European Union, but we have not introduced the Euro yet. Many shops accept Euro, but
expect the change in forints. Also, exchange rates applied by these shops are worse than
the current rates, you should change spending money in advance or use your credit cards.
The exchange rate is:

1 Euro is approx. 300 Forint

BARGAINING AND GIVING TIPS
It is quite normal in Hungary to tip in restaurants, but it is also normal to tip guides,
hairdressers and taxi drivers; however, it is not normal to bargain as you shop, except when
in the Big Market Hall and in open-air markets.

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE IN BUDAPEST IN MAY
Average high C (F)

Daily mean C (F)

Average low C (F)

21,4 (70,5)

15,9 (60,6)

10,8 (51,4)
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HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE
As a foreigner in Hungary you should not expect to understand too much of the Hungarian
language. It is a Uralic language in the Ugric language group, distantly related to Finnish,
Estonian and a number of other minority languages. Most people dropping by Hungary
learn a couple of words only, while those living here often end up with only a little
knowledge, if they do not invest energy and time in learning the language. If you invest
time, the language is not at all impossible, even though it is by some people ranked as the

second, third or the fourth hardest language in the world!
Some important Hungarian words:
Yes – Igen

Cheers – Egészségedre (egesjegeddre)

No – Nem

How are you? – Hogy vagy? (hodjvadj)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The public transportation network in Budapest is well developed, and will take you almost
wherever you want to. The same tickets are to be used everywhere, and if you buy one day
tickets, three day tickets or similar you can use them on all the vehicles in Budapest. You can
also buy a tourist card which will give you free use of the public transportation, free or
discounted entry to 60 museums and to several sights, reduced price tickets for cultural and
folklore programmes, discounts in restaurants and spas and some other advantages as well.
This is only recommended if you plan to visit lots of museums and tourist places.
With the travel cards/passes you can travel unlimited with trams, buses and with the metro
inside Budapest. You can also buy single tickets (350 Forint).

METRO
There are three metro lines in Budapest. The
yellow is the oldest one, which in fact is the
second oldest subway/metro line in Europe.
The red has just been renewed, the blue still
looks a little bit out of shape. As you read
about different hotels and sights, you will be

informed what stop they are close to.
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BUDAPEST TIME - TIME ZONE
Like most states in Europe, Summer (Daylight-Saving) Time is observed in Budapest Time,
where the time is shifted forward by 1 hour; 2 hours ahead of Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT+2).
After the summer months the time in Budapest Time is shifted back by 1 hour to Central
European Time (CET) or (GMT+1)
Central European Standard Time = GMT+1
Central European Summer Time = GMT+2

ELECTRICAL PLUG/OUTLET AND VOLTAGE INFORMATION FOR HUNGARY
Voltage: 220-240 Volts

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER
In case of an emergency call (toll free from any phone):
Emergency line 112
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VISA / VISUM
Hungary joined the European Union in 2004, so citizens of the EU and EEA may enter
without a visa. The only documentation they require is either a passport or an identity card.
Schengen Agreement
Hungary is a signatory of the Schengen Agreement. Therefore a visa for Hungary entitles
you to travel within the whole Schengen area. This way you do not need to apply for a
separate visa to enter Schengen Treaty member states. The opposite is true as well: a

’Schengen visa’ is valid for entry to Hungary.
Non EU/EEA citizens
Citizens of non-EU/EEA countries (those who are required to have a visa) can apply for
various types of visas. The visa type you should apply for depends on the purpose and the
duration of your stay. It is very important to apply for the correct type of visa, because you
cannot change your status in Hungary after entry. To do this you will normally have to leave
the country, apply for the correct type of visa and then return to Hungary once it has been
granted.
List of countries whose nationals of European Karate Federation need visa to Hungary
Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belorussia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Moldova,
Russia, Turkey, Ukraine

SHOULD ANY VISA ISSUES ARISE, PLEASE CONTACT THE HUNGARIAN KARATE FEDERATION:
Hungarian Karate Federation
House of Hungarian Sport
Istvánmezei út 1-3., Budapest H-1146

Phone: +36 1 4606867, Fax: +36 1 4606868
E‐mail: mksz@karate.hu
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BUDAPEST ICE PALACE
Budapest Ice Palace has two ice rinks with international permission that welcomes those
who like skating all year. The central rink has 2000 seats and the training rink has a long
balcony and its size is the same as the centre rink, 1800 m2.
The well known Finta Stúdió made the plan for Budapest Jégpalota in 2003. There is no
more ice ring like Jégpalota in middle Europe, it has two ice rink with international

permission (1800 m2). This sport building is open in whole year, with M0 highway and with
the new bridge you can reach it easily. We wait our visitors with a lot of green areas and
with enough parking place.
This arena is suitable for concerts, company and other events.
With a special thermo covering we can give place for 1000-1500 persons further more.
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ACCOMMODATION

-

Price are per person per night with breakfast and VAT. The local tax is not included
(After booking we are going to inform about the price of the local tax, but
approximately it will be around 1-1,3 € /person/night )
In case of booking made before 1st March, 2013 and prepayment (50 %) settled until
20th March, 2013 we can offer a discount price for the Hotels.
After 1st March we will count with a normal price.
The booking will be finalized after having received the prepayment!

DANUBIUS HOTEL ARENA **** HEADQUARTER
Distance from the Sports Hall : 13 km, 25 minutes

The Danubius Hotel Arena is neighbouring the Laszlo Papp Sport Arena, the SYMA
convention centre and the famous Puskás Ferenc stadium (former Népstadion or people's
stadium).
Due to the short distance from the Stadionok subway station, every point and train station
of the city can be reached within a few minutes. There are parking facilities in front of the
hotel both for cars and buses. You can choose from numerous recently refurbished rooms,
make use of impressive fitness and conference facilities and plunge into the on-site pool.
Guests can enjoy free coffee and a croissant in the morning. The newly renovated Oregano
restaurant offers you delicious Hungarian and international cuisine. Helpful and friendly
staff is always ready to provide you with any information you may need.
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DANUBIUS HOTEL BEST WESTERN HUNGARIA ****
Distance from the Sports Hall : 15 km, 25 minutes

•
•
•
•

Modern hotel with a century-old tradition.
On Budapest’s main artery, with easy access from all directions.
Public transport on the doorstep.
Member of Best Western, the world’s largest hotel chain.

Faculties: air-conditioned rooms, with bath and shower, minibar, radio, Sat.-TV and Pay-TV,
soundproof windows, free WIFI. Both smoking and non-smoking rooms are available.
Internet corner, business service, room service, laundry, dry-cleaning service, souvenir shop,
rent-a-car, mail service, hotel safe, transfer, interpreter, travel-guide service.
Wellness centre: Jacuzzi, massage, sauna, aroma-sauna, infra-sauna and solarium.

NEW! Free WIFI in common areas of the hotel.

RAMADA RESORT AQUAWORLD **** Superior
Distance from the Sports Hall : 2,6 km, 5 minutes

The hotel is situated in a park like setting yet close to the city centre just off the Pest side
bridge head of Megyeri Bridge in the northern part of Budapest along the new M0 ring.
The hotel is within 25 minutes driving distance to the airport.
Ramada Resort Budapest is a four-star superior wellness and family friendly hotel offering
services unique in Budapest: it has 309 rooms, the main building has standard rooms, junior
suites, family rooms (connecting standard room with 2 beds), and apartments. Unlimited
internet access (WI-FI) on the entire property, guaranteed space in free parking in a 1000
car capacity outdoor lot for the visitors. The complex houses a wellness-fitness centre for
those longing for relaxation, an entertainment centre, and one of Europe’s grandest indoor
water theme parks, Aqua world for the adventurous and ondryland, Bongo Kids Club for
the youngest visitors.
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GREEN HOTEL ****
Distance from the Sports Hall : 13 km, 25 minutes

Their unique style business city and conference hotel is located in the heart of the prior
event centre of Budapest, close to the underground station Stadionok.
The hotel provides 80 relaxing accommodation in double and triple rooms designed in
different moods of natural experiences, excellent dining in the snack bar and warm
professional service.
The hotel is ideally situated and close to many major business and entertainment attractions
of Services: 24 hours reception , business center , central safe, conference room, elevator ,
hotel shops , laundry , meeting room room service
Internet access: Wireless Internet access is available in the whole building, using the Internet
connection is free of charge.

HOTEL VERITAS ***
Distance from the Sports Hall : 12 km, 20 minutes

Hotel Veritas is located near a busy junction from where every part of Budapest (city centre,
museums, exhibition centre, thermal bath, airport) can be easily reached by car or public
transport. The Budapest Sports Arena where concerts and sport events are held is just 5
minutes walk.
The hotel has 49 rooms and 5 apartments all equipped with air-condition, television (16
channels), mini-bar, telephone, safe and hair dryer. The hotel has a car park and a garage
where your car can be safely parked during your stay.

Services: 24 hours reception, conference room, elevator, laundry, meeting room, room
service
Internet access: Wireless Internet access is available in the whole building.
Internet connection is free of charge.

Using the
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VIS VITALIS MEDICAL WELLNESS HOTEL ****
Distance from the Sports Hall : 20 km, 25 minutes

Vis Vitalis, is four-star Medical Wellness hotel, was built in the center of Kerepes, by the side
of the main road of the locality that can be found 15 minutes’ driving from Budapest and 20
minutes driving from the airport. Therefore, Kerepes offers and ideal opportunity to guests
escaping from the noise of the capital and wishing to relax, regenerate and have a rest to
enjoy the special services and unparalleled convenience offered by the hotel in a luxurious
environment.
The hotel has got 36-tub Kaqun bath, special Medical Wellness treatments, oriental
teahouse, restaurant giving preference to bioraw materials, elegant standard and deluxe
rooms, apartments meeting every requirement and the commitment of staff guarantee that
all the guests doing us the pleasure of choosing the hotel will have a delightful experience
for life.

HOTEL ZUGLÓ ***
Distance from the Sports Hall : 9,2 km, 15 minutes

The 3 stars hotel is situated near the centre of Budapest, next to the M3 motorway, in the
greenbelt of the city. It is very easy to find the12 storey high building, which has beautiful
outlook from the upper floors.
The hotel is in Zugló (14th district) which is one of the oldest part of Pest side in the capital.
They are close to the sights, for example: Hero Square, Széchenyi thermal bath, City Park,

Vajdahunyad castle, Circus, Museum of Fine Arts, etc.
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HOTEL HUNOR ***
Distance from the Sports Hall : 8,8 km, 15 minutes

The attentive staff is expecting group and family travellers in cosy and comfortable rooms.
Newly refurbished 3 star superior hotel in the Hungarian capital Budapest lies close to
Visegrád (Plintenburg on the Danube) and is within easy reach of local transportation. A
mere 10 minutes walk takes you to the Danube; the Danube Bend and "Szentendre" are
only a stone throw away

PÓLUS HOTEL ***
Distance from the Sports Hall : 20 km, 25 minutes

The Hotel Pólus is situated on the Pest side of the capital, about 8 kilometres from the city
centre of Budapest. Because of the favourable public transport possibilities the hotel can be
reached from the center of Budapest in less than a half an hour by different ways of
transport. The Hotel is located 300 meters from highway M3, being one of the main arteries
of the capital and of Hungary. You can enriched at the Széchenyi-baths, Amusement park,
The Zoo and the Hero's Square all located in the city park area about 15 minutes away from
the hotel. The Hotel has its own parking area for cars and can provide enough places for
buses as well. There is a non-stop reception service in the hotel, where the staff, speaking
several foreign languages, are pleased to help guests in any needs or wishes.
The hotel rooms and public areas are equipped with air-conditioning. All of the rooms are
pleasantly decorated and feature color cable television, direct dial telephone and private
bathrooms with either a shower or bath tub. There is an elevator in the hotel. Hotel Pólus is
situated directly next to Pólus Shopping Centre and in the 500 meters to the Asia Centre
(the largest shopping centre of its type in central Europe. These facilities provide a wide
range of retail shops, amusement as well as sports and dining facilities. In the Polus Centre
there is a skating rink, multiplex cinema, fittness hall and gaming-room along with a 24 hour
Tesco hypermarket.
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TRANSFERS
Regular transfer upon arrival and departure from Budapest - Liszt Ferenc International
Airport will be organized for the teams. The participating countries have to request this
service in advance.

THE COST FOR THIS SERVICE: 10 € PER PERSON PER WAY

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
There is a catering service at the Sport Hall Ice Palace during the first three days of the
competition.

THE COST FOR THIS SERVICE: 10 € PER MEAL
(PLEASE, INDICATE THE NUMBER OF VOUCHERS PER DAY)

ORDER FORMS
ACCOMMODATION FORM
TRANSFERS FORM

ROOMING LIST
MEAL FORMS

TRAINING FORM
Can be downloaded from the official webpage

www.karate2013budapest.com
In case of any question please contact:
mariann.kereszturi@pentamer.hu
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TRAINING
The organizers will provide the National Federations, which turn in the relevant application
on time, with training facilities three (3) days prior to the days of the Championship.
In case of other request (earlier arrival) please contact

karate@pentamer.hu
The application must be done before March 30th. Please, send this application form by e‐
mail to:

karate@pentamer.hu
Training facilities will only be available in the official Hotels!
Distance between the training places and the Hotels and price for the
transportation:
Official Hotel's

Training Place

Transfer fee

Danubius Hotel Arena

In the Hotel

free

Danubius Hotel Best Western

In the Hotel

free

Aquaworld Ramada

In the Hotel

free

Green Hotel

1,5 km

50 €

Veritas Hotel

1,5 km

50 €

In the Hotel

free

Hotel Zugló

1 km

free

Hotel Hunor

5 km

50 €

Hotel Pólus

2 km

50 €

Vis Vitalis Hotel

REGISTRATION
Registration will take place at the Headquarter Danubius Hotel Arena ****
Each delegation should bring a CD - ROM with its national anthem and two
(2) national flags!
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PRE-COMPETITION PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8TH
( DANUBIUS HOTEL ARENA – HEADQUARTER )
Place:

Schedule:

Activity:

HQ - Room Olympia 1-2

10:00 – 16:00

Registration of Delegations

HQ - Room Seoul

09:00 – 11:00

EKF Executive Committee Meeting

HQ - Room Athens

10:00 – 11:00

EKF Medical Commission Meeting

HQ - Room Athens

11:00 – 12:00

EKF Anti-Doping Commission Meeting

HQ - Room Athens

12:00 – 14:00

EKF Technical Commission Meeting

HQ - Room Athens

15:00 – 16:00

EKF Referee Commission Meeting

HQ - Room Athens

16:00 – 17:00

MAC Meeting

HQ – Room Barcelona

16:00 – 19:00

EKF Congress

HQ - Room Olympia 1-2

19:00 – 20:00

Open Draw to all Coaches

HQ - Room Athens

17:30 – 18:30

License Renewal Examination

HQ - Room Barcelona

19:30 – 20:30

EKF Referee Briefing
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WEIGH-IN
THURSDAY, MAY 9TH
( SPORTS HALL )

Time

Male

10:00 – 10:10

+ 84 kg

10:10 – 10:20

- 84 kg

10:20 – 10:30

- 75 kg

10:30 – 10:40

- 67 kg

10:40 – 10:50

- 60 kg

Female

11:30 – 11:40

+ 68 kg

11:40 – 11:50

- 68 kg

11:50 – 12:00

- 61 kg

12:00 – 12:10

- 55 kg

12:10 – 12:20

- 50 kg
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COMPETITION SCHEDULE
ELIMINATORIES
Thursday, May 9th
10:00 – 12:00

Kata individual

Male & Female

Kata Individual Male – Female & repechages

12:00 – 13:30

Kumite

Male

13:30 – 14:30

Kumite

Female

14:30 – 16:00

Kumite

Male

16:00 – 17:15

Kumite

Female

17:15 – 18:30

Kumite

Male

Kumite Male -60 kg & Female -50 kg

18:30 – 19:45

Kumite

Male & Female

Repechages Kumite Male & Female

Kumite Male +84 kg, -84 kg
Kumite Female +68 kg, -68 kg
Kumite Male -75 kg, -67 kg
Kumite Female -61 kg, -55 kg

Friday, May 10th
10:00 – 11:15

Kata team

Male & Female

11:15 – 15:15

Kumite team

Male

14:15 – 16:30

Kumite team

Female

16:30 – 18:00

Kumite team

Male & Female

18:00 – 19:00

Kata Team Male – Female & repechages
Kumite Team Male
Kumite Team Female
Repechages Kumite Team Male & Female

Opening Ceremony
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COMPETITION SCHEDULE
FINALS & BRONZE MEDAL MATCHES
Saturday, May 11th
Bronze matches

Finals

10:00 – 10:15

Kumite Male +84 kg

12:00 – 12:07

Kumite Male +84 kg

10:15 – 10:30

Kumite Male -84 kg

12:07 – 12:12

Kumite Female +68 kg

12:12 – 12:22

Medals award

10:30 – 10:40

Kumite Female +68 kg

12:22 – 12:29

Kumite Male -84 kg

10:40 – 10:50

Kumite Female -68 kg

12:29 – 12:34

Kumite Female -68 kg

12:34 – 12:44

Medals award

10:50 – 11:05

Kumite Male -75 kg

12:44 – 12:51

Kumite Male -75 kg

11:05 – 11:20

Kumite Male -67 kg

12:51 – 12:56

Kumite Female -61 kg

12:56 – 13:06

Medals award

11:20 – 11:30

Kumite Female -61 kg

13:06 – 13:13

Kumite Male -67 kg

11:30 – 11:40

Kumite Female -55 kg

13:13 – 13:18

Kumite Female -55 kg

13:18 – 13:28

Medals award

Lunch break
Bronze matches

Finals

16:00 – 16:15

Kata Individual Female

18:00 – 18:07

Kata individual Female

16:15 – 16:30

Kumite Male -60 kg

18:07 – 18:14

Kumite Male -60 kg

18:14 – 18:24

Medals award

16:30 – 16:40

Kumite Female -50 kg

18:24 – 18:29

Kumite Female -50 kg

16:40 – 17:10

Kata Team Male

18:29 – 18:44

Kata Team Male

18:44 – 18:56

Medals award

18:56 – 19:11

Kumite Team Female

19:11 – 19:18

Medals award

17:10 – 17:40

Kumite Team Female
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Sunday, May 12th
Bronze matches
09:30 – 09:45

Kata Individual Male

09:45 – 10:15

Kata Team Female

10:15 – 11:25

Kumite Team Male

11:25 – 12:00

Break

Finals
12:00 – 12:07

Kata individual Male

12:07 – 12:22

Kata Team Female

12:22 – 12:34

Medals award

12:34 – 13:09

Kumite Team Male

13:09 – 13:19

Medals award

Closing Ceremony

EKF APPROVED ITEMS

SPORTS MASTERS AUSTRALIA P/L
105-111 Jardine st. - Fairy Meadow 2519
NSW
AUSTRALIA
Phone: +612-42834363
Fax: +612-42855512
e-mail: sales@sports-master.com

PRIDE
410 Park Avenue, 15th Floor
New York,
NY 10022,
USA
E-mail: info@prideuc.com

WACOKU
No. 168-13, CHYUAN-SHING, Lii.
SHIN-HUAH, TAINAN
TAIWAN. R.O.C.
Telf: 886-6-5982133
Fax: 886-6-5970840
e-mail: twitower@ms43hinet.net

BEST SPORT Ltd.
Zelionaya, 18-23.
Gurievsk
238300 Kaliningradsky Region
RUSSIA
Phones: 007 911 4672969 / 911 4997553
Fax: 007 08439 23337
e-mail: best_sport@mail.ru

WKF APPROVED TRADEMARKS FOR SPORTS ITEMS WILL ALSO BE PERMITTED.
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OFFICIAL TRAVEL AGENCY
Regarding the accommodation, transportation, meals and training facilities, and in order to
request more information or book the services, you should contact the OFFICIAL TRAVEL
AGENCY:
Pentamer Ltd.
Akacfa utca 13.
Hungary / Budapest, H-1072
Phone: +36 1 784 0090
Mobile: +36 20 431 9996
Contacts:

Mariann KERESZTÚRI / Róbert HARGITAY

e-mail:

mariann.kereszturi@pentamer.hu ; karate@pentamer.hu

HOTELS, TRANSFERS AND ENTRY TICKETS CAN BE BOOKED ONLY THROUGH THE
HUNGARIAN KARATE FEDERATION’S OFFICIAL AGENCY!
The booking will only be finalized at the reception of a deposit corresponding to 50% of the
total amount of the stay by a bank transfer.
The balance of your stay will have to be paid through bank transfer 15 days before your
arrival.

The payment for the hotels, as well as the transfers, will have to be made
directly to:
NAME OF THE BANK:
ADDRESS OF THE BANK:
ACCOUNT :
NAME OF THE HOLDER :
ADDRESS OF THE HOLDER:
SWIFT :
IBAN CODE :

K&H BANK
H-1095 BUDAPEST, LECHNER ÖDÖN FASOR 9.
10408131-50526549-81651007
PENTAMER PRO EVENT KFT
H-1072 BUDAPEST, AKACFA UTCA 13.
OKHBHUHB
HU94 1040 8131 5052 6549 8165 1007

Cancellation conditions by Hotels:
• Cancellation 45 days or more prior to arrival: cancellation free of charge
• Cancellation 45-30 days prior to arrival: apply cancellation fee 25% of the total booking price
• Cancellation 30-15 days prior to arrival: apply cancellation fee 40% of the total booking price
• Cancellation 15-0 days prior to arrival: apply cancellation fee 100% of the total booking price
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TERMS OF RESPONSIBILITY
To be filled, signed and sent back before March 30th, 2013.
I, ________________________________ the undersigned, as the Chief of Delegation of my
country, duly enrolled to participate in the 48th European Senior Karate Championships,
which will be held in Budapest, Hungary, from the 8th to the 12thof May 2013, with fully
acknowledge of the Statutes, the Rules and the Norms of The EUROPEAN KARATE

FEDERATION, pledge myself to faithfully accomplish the regulations of this before
mentioned entity, and I take any and all administrative, civil and criminal responsibilities of
whatever happens to our athletes, coaches and other members of our delegation
participating in this Championships, before, during and after the competition, such as
physical injuries, personal expenses, or monetary debts and casual material damages to the
hotels, the venue, means of transportation etc. Furthermore, I exempt from any legal, civil or
criminal responsibilities the organizers of the Championships, the European Karate
Federation and the Hungarian Karate Federation, its directors, as well as any person,
company, or entity related to the event(sponsors, public and private entities).I authorize the
organizers of the event to use images, photos and the names of our competitors and other
members of our delegation (since it is considered necessary) for the sport activities and
publications of karate, related to the event, without any monetary compensation.
Country/Nation:
Surname, First name:
Passport number & expiry date:
Credit Card details & expiry date:
Position in the federation:
Address:
Phone number:
Email:
___________________________
Signature

Fill in, stamp, sign and send to:
Hungarian Karate Federation
Fax: +36 1 460 6868
e-mail: mksz@karate.hu
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